Abstract-In this paper, we study the dynamic coverage problem for multi-agent systems. Qualitatively, the coverage goal can be described as gathering sensory information for each point in a given region up to a desired prescribed level. In order to achieve the coverage goal, we propose a novel control scheme, where we introduce a supervisor that assists a group of coverage agents with i) coverage control law and ii) trajectory tracking control law. The coverage control law ensures the coverage task is done until the agents end up in local minima, and when they do, the global trajectory tracking control law ensures that t�e agents are deployed to uncovered regions. Our control scheme IS designed such that the two control laws are decoupled, meaning that only one of them is active at a given time. In addition to the coverage objective, we design control laws in order to guarantee that there are no collisions between the agents and they always operate sufficiently close to the supervisor.
I. INT RODUCTION
In recent years, control of multi-agent systems has been a very active research area. In this paper, we restrict our discussion to the coverage control problem. We refer to two main branches of coverage control problem as the static coverage control, and the dynamic coverage control.
The static coverage control problem takes its roots from locational optimization problems ( [1] , [2] ), where the main objective is the optimal placement of sensors to cover a region. Static coverage control problem refers to finding con trol laws that deploy mobile sensing agents to the centroids of Voronoi cells in a Voronoi partioning of a given domain. There are several important works that deal with the static coverage problem; in [3] , authors propose a dynamic version of the Lloyd algorithm ( [4] ) for designing control laws that iteratively calculate the control laws for single integrators such that they are driven to the centroids of the cells in the Voronoi partioning of a domain. Similar approaches have been taken in [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] and [11] as well.
In this paper, we elaborate on dynamic coverage con trol, where the aim is to design control laws such that the mobile sensing agents with limited range sensors can explore every point in a given domain sufficiently well. In [12] , [13] , Hokayem et. al. design distributed algorithms for accomplishing the coverage objective in convex polygonal regions. In [14] , Hussein et. al. propose a coverage error function for formulating the dynamic coverage problem and design centralized control laws for minimizing the coverage error function. An essential drawback of the coverage error function is that it has local minima, thus the agents can become stationary, locally minimizing the objective, although the coverage of the whole domain is not satisfied. In order to compensate for such situations, authors switch to global proportional control laws that deploy agents to relatively uncovered regions. However, the overall control law becomes discontinuous at switching. Other works that build on the control scheme introduced in [14] include [15] , [16] and [17] . In [18] , Stipanovi6 et. al. provide more insight on some technical issues regarding the derivative of the coverage error function introduced in [14] , and propose control laws for the dynamic coverage problem for agents described by control affine nonlinear dynamics. In [19] , Wang et. al. propose a new model, namely the awareness model, for reformulating the dynamic coverage problem in a different way. A discrete information update is assumed to take place between agents whenever they get sufficiently close to each other. Inspired by the approach of [19] , Song et. al. propose an adaptive coverage control design in [20] , where the agents estimate the underlying density across a given domain via an adaptive control law while simultaneously pursuing the coverage objective. In both works, the switching behavior of the control law proposed in [14] is still present.
In this work, we propose a novel control scheme that combines coverage control and trajectory tracking control for multi-agent systems. Two components of the supervised coverage control are i) gradient-type coverage control law and ii) trajectory tracking control law. Coverage control law is constructed to ensure that coverage agents accumulate sensory information until they end up at local minima of the coverage error function. The trajectory tracking control law is designed to deploy agents that end up at local minima to regions that are not explored as much. The main advantage of our approach is that we combine these two components to construct a continuous control law. Moreover, our proposed control law is such that the two components are decoupled, meaning that they are not active simultaneously. This decoupling provides us with simpler control problems that can be separately analyzed for different modes. To this purpose, we introduce a smooth transition signal that enables the coverage agents to continuously transition between the coverage control laws and the trajectory tracking control laws when necessary. This is where the supervisor comes into play. The tasks of the supervisor are i) keeping track of the coverage map, ii) providing the coverage agents with the centralized dynamic coverage control and when necessary, iii) providing global trajectory tracking control laws in order to redeploy coverage agents.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we briefly discuss different elements of the coverage problem. In Section III, we state the stability results for the supervised coverage control with guaranteed collision avoidance and proximity maintenance. We illustrate the proposed control scheme in numerical simulations in Section IV. We state concluding remarks in Section V.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
We denote the compact domain to be covered by V C ]R 2 and the position of the supervisor by P s.
A. Dynamics
We consider the following multi-agent system with a single stationary supervisor (i.e., Ps == 0) and N coverage agents whose dynamics are described by Pi = Ui , i = 1,· .. , N.
(1)
Remark 1: A more general supervised coverage control problem where the supervisor is indeed a mobile agent just like the coverage agents is outside the scope of this work, but it will a subject of future research.
B. Smooth Transition Signal
In this section, we define a function 'Y (t) that we will utilize later in designing the control laws. We can qualita tively discuss 'Y (t) in the following way: 'Y (t) == 1 as long as a Boolean condition, that will be defined later, is "false."
As soon as the condition becomes "true", 'Y (t) decreases from 1 to 0 in a predefined amount of time smoothly. In this mode, "y(t) :s: O . Then, 'Y (t) == 0 as long as another Boolean condition, which we will also be defined later, is "false." As soon as the second condition becomes "true", 'Y (t) increases smoothly from 0 to I, again in a predefined amount of time; in this mode, 0 :s: "y(t).
Below, we formulate one such 'Y (t) function. We denote the first transitioning time as tSI and the second transitioning time as tS2 . Also, let TS I denote the transition duration from 'Y == 1 to 'Y == 0 after first transitioning, and TS2 denote the transition duration from 'Y == 0 to 'Y == 1 after second transitioning. Let initial time be tf:
tSI +Tsl �t�ts2 (Mode 3) tS2 �t�ts2 +TS2 (Mode 4).
C. Cov erag e Sensing and Information Accumulation
We consider the following sensor model: (2) COVi where Meovi describes the maximum sensing level for each agent and Reovi describes the sensing region. Qualitatively, S i (s) models a limited range sensor that attains its maximum value at s = 0 and the sensing level degrades radially up to Reovi. Vision based sensors, infrared cameras, and radars are among sensors that can be accurately modeled by this mathematical formula [15] . To impose a time-varying behavior on the agent sensors, we modify the sensor model of each agent in the following way:
where p E V. Using the sensor model (3), we formulate the accumulated sensory information in the following way: Q(t, p ) = C** -C**e-k * A, (4) where P = [ p i p� ] T and 0 < k* is a design variable.
Here, one may think of C* as a proxy for quantifying how well a certain area is explored. If the coverage level at a particular region is C*, we consider that region to be sufficiently explored. Moreover, C** is a design variable such that C* < C**. Note that Q(t, p ) is an exponential function with a horizontal asymptote at C**. Hence, in order to ensure that the desired coverage level C* can be exactly attained at any point, we design C** to be greater than C*.
D. Avoidanc e Functions
In this work, in order to guarantee collision avoidance, we adopt the following approach from [21] ; for each pair of agents we define the following avoidance functions:
Vi e / ( Pi , Pj ) = (mi n {o, I l lri -=-PJI: I
: -=-
with i,j E 1, ... , N, i i=-j and Reoli > 'CO li > 0 for all i = 1,··· , N. Reoli denotes the detection region in which agents can detect other agents, and, COli denotes the avoidance region, which is the smallest safe distance between the agents. A collision can occur between any 2 agents i and j if and only if ViT l -7 00. Thus, if ViT l can be shown to attain finite values, collision avoidance is guaranteed.
E. Proximity Functions
We assume that the communication between the coverage agents is maintained via wireless communication through the supervisor. In order to maintain the communication, the cov erage agents must stay sufficiently close to the supervisor. We formulate this distance constraint with a proximity objective for each coverage agent in the following way [18] :
Vi p rox = max{O , Il pi -P s I1 2 -R ;roxJ 2 , (6) where Pi is the position of i th coverage agent, P s is the position of the supervisor and R p roxi is the desired distance between the i th coverage agent and the supervisor. In order to formulate the coverage problem, we utilize the following double integral:
Also, Pire! (t) are trajectories generated by the supervisor, which we will discuss in more detail in the next section. We now discuss some properties of e(t). First of all, due to the structure of hU, e(t) has a global minimum at Q(t ,p) = C*, implying that e(t) will attain its globally minimal value when the coverage level over the whole domain V reaches C*. Secondly, e ( t) has local minima, which implies that the agents may become stationary when they locally minimize e(t) even though the whole domain is not fully covered. The non-convex nature of e(t) justifies the integration of the aU functions into the coverage double integral, which leads us to another essential property of e(t); via a(G i ) functions, whenever agents end up in local minima, the supervisor can provide the agents with trajectories which would deploy them to uncovered regions, thus taking them out of local minima.
Finally, we use the positive term S* that bounds L� l S i, similar to how it was used in [22] , but the reason for using S* in this paper is not as apparent; through simulations, we have seen that we get the best performance when we utilize the definition of e(t) given by (7).
G. Sup ervisor & Traj ectory Gen eration
During the dynamic coverage mission, there are situations where the coverage agents get stuck in local minima of the coverage error function. In such situations, the supervisor is responsible for selecting target points for each coverage agent, and generating the trajectories that will deploy them to the selected points.
Whenever a trajectory is to be generated, the supervisor selects a target point in the domain V for each coverage agent. This point is selected according to the following weighted formula:
where C I s represents the coverage level at s. The target point for each agent is selected as
In application of the control scheme, V is discretized into identical cells. Thus, the selection of a target point for an agent i amounts to finding the cell with the smallest cost Wi' Note that we do not even need to find the unique cell with the minimum cost; finding a cell that is not fully covered is sufficient.
Assume that the target point for an agent is selected at time til. A continuously differentiable trajectory is then generated for that coverage agent with the following properties:
(iii) p i re! (t)=O, for t?t" +6.tre!" (iv) IIp're! (t" +6.tre!,) In order to discuss the stability of the overall control scheme, we will utilize the following Lyapunov-like func tion:
where 0 < Weol , w prox are design parameters, e(t) is given by (7), ViT I is given by (5) and Vi prox is given by (6) . The time derivative of e(t) is given by e(t) = -I f(c* -Q)(k*C** e-k * A )(Lt' �l S , )(S* -Lt' �l S , )dp,dp2 D -I Ji, (C*-Q)(k*c**e-k * A)(Lf�l S')(L�' a(G.i »dp,dp2 D + Lt' � 1 1 f (c* -Q)dp,dp2a(Gi)(1-a(Gi»(pi -Pi re! )T (pi -P i re! ) D -Lt' � ,j 1 h(C*-Q) ["r(t)Si+ 2 "Y(t)S;(p , -pT)p , ]dp,dP2, (12) D where S; is the gradient of S i with respect to Il pi -p i 11 2 .
Remark 3: Note that the time derivative of the coverage double integral (7) is not equal to (12) in general; as dis cussed in [18] , additional terms are present when taking the time derivative of double integrals depending on a parameter. It has been discussed in [18] that, if the compact region over which the double integral is taken is a circle and sensing regions of agents do not overlap, the extra terms are exactly O. In this work, we set Reo vi = r C ;' i , thus, if collision avoidance can be guaranteed, the agents' sensing regions never overlap. Hence, the extra terms derived in [18] are 0, which in turn implies that derivative of e(t) given by (12) is exact. To simplify notations, we introduce the following definitions:
E, = -1 1 h.(c*-Q)(k*C**e-k * A)(L� , S')(1+L�' S;)dp,dp2 D -Jj h.(c*-Q)(k*C**e-k * A)(Lt' �l Si)(Lf�l a(G i»dP1dp2 
Now, let us compute the following control laws:
where 0 < keov, , kglo, , keol, , k pr ox, are design parameters and Pire! (t) is a feedforward term. Let the control law for each coverage agent be defined by the following:
We will analyze the system in 4 different modes; that is Weol kprox,; , Wp'rox kproxi (19) and E1 + E 2 ::; O. This implies that in this mode, if the coverage agents' initial positions are such that they are outside each others' avoidance regions, they will never collide since V will attain finite values. It also implies that the proximity between each coverage agent and the supervisor will be maintained. Finally, it can be seen as that as long as there are no collision avoidance and/or proximity gradients, the agents continue the coverage mission since in h· (20) Note that P i 2 (t) is a time-varying matrix, hence we cannot immediately deduce the positive semi-definiteness, but in Mode 2, we know that 0 ::; ,(t), which implies that all the terms in P i 2 (t) are positive, except at the end of Mode 2, in which case the first column of P i 2 (t) becomes 0, but this still implies that 0 ::S P i 2 (t) . Hence, in Mode 2, the positive semi-definiteness of P i 2 (t) is maintained, meaning that agents continue gathering sensory information as long as there are no collision avoidance and/or proximity gradients, no collisions occur and proximity to supervisor is maintained by each coverage agent. Note that at the instance ,(t) becomes 0, If ov , E1 and E2 all become O. This implies that the sensors of the coverage agents are turned off. 
If this is the case, it can be stated that in Mode 3, no col lisions occur, proximity is maintained, and when the agents are not in the detection region and/or about to leave the communication region, they follow the designed trajectories until they reach to the E i neighborhood of their target points.
Remark 4: Since the supervisor knows the states of the coverage agents, it can always regenerate trajectories if necessary, in order to ensure that (24) holds. In this mode, we have Pi re! = Pi, Pire! = Ui , Pire! == 0 and o ::; "y(t). Note that It o == 0 in this mode. Also, E1 ::; 0 and E2 ::; 0 since 0 ::; "y(t). Then, using (16) and (17), 11
can be shown to satisfy (25) where [ "((t)keov, keoli kprox, 1 0::5P i 4(t)= "((t)wcolkcov, Weolkeol, wcolkprox, .
Note that P i 4(t) is a time-varying matrix just like P i 2(t) in Mode 2, thus, with a similar argument, we conclude that 0 ::5 Pi4(t). Hence, agents continue gathering sensory information as long as there are no collision avoidance and/or proximity gradients, no collisions occur and proximity to su pervisor is maintained by each coverage agent. Moreover, the sensors are turned on again; i.e., agents begin accumulating new sensory information as soon as they enter Mode 4.
A. Discussion on Cov erag e Control Laws
The dynamic coverage control scheme proposed in this paper is designed with the application in mind; in particular, the inclusion of a supervisor for assisting coverage agents, the design of transition signal ,(t) along with selection of the transitioning conditions and the design of reference trajectories are all crucial in constructing continuous control laws that combine coverage and trajectory tracking objectives in a decoupled fashion.
Continuity is an essential property of the control laws in this work; although the coverage control laws proposed in [14] - [16] are similar to the control scheme of this work, these control laws depict switching behavior, thus they are discontinuous. Moreover, a rigorous analysis of the switching behavior is not present. In order to ensure the continuity of the control signals, we integrated the trajectory tracking ob jective into the control law, selected transitioning conditions to smoothly transition between different operation modes, and designed the ,( t) signal that enables this transitioning.
Compared to the symmetry breaking control law proposed in other works (e.g. [14] - [16] ) as a solution for deploying agents that are trapped in local minima, our approach is more systematic; through the inclusion of a supervisor that keeps track of coverage agents' positions and the coverage map, we have implemented a control scheme where the supervisor designs reference trajectories for deployment of agents while ensuring the continuity of control signals. Moreover, via the incorporation of the terms Lf: 1 (J ( G i ) ' we have constructed the coverage error function e( t) such that the trajectory tracking objective is explicitly included in the control scheme and also explicitly considered in the stability analysis.
B. Discussion on Transitioning Conditions
Until now, we implicitly assumed that there are conditions according to which ,(t) transitions from one mode to the other. Here, we make a brief discussion on these conditions. The first condition must provide transitioning from cover age mode to trajectory tracking mode. The transition should not take place as long as the coverage control is sufficiently large. The parameter that represents whether there is suffi cient coverage going on or not is the decrease in coverage error. Hence, our first condition is the following:
Cl: Il e(t + l:,.te) -e(t) 11 � �, (27) where e( t) is given by (7) . If the decrease in e( t) over a specified amount of time, l:,.te, is less than a prescribed threshold, 0 < �, the supervisor decides that agents are not doing much coverage; hence, sensors are turned off and agents begin to operate in trajectory tracking mode.
The second condition must provide transitioning from trajectory tracking mode to coverage mode. The transition should take place whenever the coverage agents are suffi ciently close to the assigned target points ]5/s. This condition is represented by the following:
(28) In Figure 1 , we depict the trajectories of the agents changing over time. During certain intervals in time, the agents' trajectories seem to change approximately linearly on the x-y plane. These intervals indeed correspond to the durations in which agents operate in Mode 3, where they are assigned trajectories to follow by the supervisor. Figure 2 . It can be clearly seen that over time, the coverage level of V increases. One thing to notice is that only 0.15% of V is not sufficiently covered at t = 200 seconds. As can be observed in Figure 2 , it takes another 571.8390 seconds to fully cover the region. Normalized Error e(t) 3, since the coverage agents' sensors are turned off, no new sensory information is acquired, thus the error stays constant. Finally, although the error is already very small at t = 200 seconds, in order depict the effectiveness of our scheme, we terminated the simulation at the instant e(t) becomes O. It can be seen in Figure 4a that the distances between agents never go below re ol , i.e., no collisions occur. Since some portions of V are outside the circle with radius R prox centered at Ps, the distances between the agents and the supervisor sometimes increase above R prox as can be seen in Figure 4b ; although the proximity function penalizes more as the distances to the supervisor increase, it does allow the distances to go above R prox .
Remark 5: For this simulation, although the overlapping of the sensing regions is allowed, i.e., r eol = Reo v , the operation of the control scheme is not hindered.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we've presented a control scheme for dynamic coverage control problem in multi-agent systems. We've formulated a framework where a supervisor assists the coverage agents with designated trajectories whenever the coverage agents are stuck in local minima. We've utilized transitioning signals to differentiate between different opera tion modes, and to decouple control laws so that operation in each mode is not affected by control signals corresponding to different modes. Investigation of a coverage control scheme where agents can simultaneously be in different modes, and a scheme for unicycle agents are in progress.
